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Sport and nationality: towards thick and thin forms of
citizenship
Gijsbert Oonk

Erasmus School of History, Culture and Communication, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam,
Netherlands

ABSTRACT
This study explores the relationship between national belonging,
acquiring citizenship, and migration. Taking high profile examples
from international sports events, it seeks to unveil the complexities
behind the question: who may represent the nation? The historical
models of jus sanguine (blood ties) and jus soli (territorial
birthright) are well-known markers and symbols of citizenship and
nationality. The study proposes an ideal-type model of thick, thin,
and in-between forms of citizenship. This model clarifies and
provides direction to the empirical understanding of ‘citizenship as
claims-making’, as recently suggested by Bloemraad [(2018).
Theorising the power of citizenship as claims-making. Journal of
Ethnic and Migration Studies, 44(1), 4–26. https://doi.org/10.1080/
1369183X.2018.1396108]
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Introduction

In the international sports arena, the legal guidelines and the moral justifications for citi-
zenship and national belonging are stretched. This stretching can be perceived as a global
continuum where, on the one hand, there is an ideal type – thick – citizenship, whereby an
athlete and their parents, and/or grandparents are born and raised in the country that they
represent. In these cases, the athlete holds the citizenship of the country they represent,
and their legal status, as well as the moral justifications for representing a country, are not
under scrutiny. This seems to be self-evident. On the other hand, the thin description of
citizenship defines conditions in which an athlete has no prior relationship with the
country they represent. For example, this was the case when Russia offered Korean
born-and-raised Viktor Ahn citizenship and a sum of money in return for his willingness
to represent Russia in the Olympics (Business Insider, 2014). Between thick and thin
descriptions of citizenship, this study outlines an in between perspective where dual or
multiple forms of citizenship emerge. This in between perspective provides options for
athletes to represent more than one country. The proposed model of thick, thin, and in-
between citizenship aims to clarify and provide meaning to the empirical understanding
of ‘citizenship as claims-making’, as recently suggested by Bloemraad (2018).
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This model helps us to understand three recent developments of acquiring citizenship
in the history of global sports: (1) Acknowledge that the current global regimes for acquir-
ing citizenship at birth inevitably create dual, or multiple forms of citizenship. Therefore,
countries and national sports federations need to accept that dual citizens are legitimately
legal members of more than one country, and they may wish to switch alliances. (2) People
of former colonies may acquire citizenship by claiming colonial ties as part of their national
identity and may, therefore, switch alliances. (3) Countries such as the U.S. and Canada his-
torically attract migrants, and thus, it is not surprising that they use special scholarships
and sports schemes to attract athletes who may eventually represent them though they
had no prior attachments. In extreme cases, such as Qatar and Bahrain, most inhabitants
are migrants. Here, the use of migrant-athletes in representing these countries is in line
with the overall migration strategy of empowering these respective countries. These
countries increasingly accept the thin description of citizenship to have their countries
represented in international sports arenas.1

In general, the historical process of acquiring modern citizenship has taken two
different paths: territorial birthright and descent. This is best illustrated in the remarkable
and ground-breaking study by Brubaker (1998), who points out that the two primary con-
cepts determining French and German national self-understanding are the civic and ethnic
approaches to membership of a nation formed in the 18th and 19th centuries. The French
understanding of citizenship and nationhood was based on birthright and was inclusive.
Everyone born on French territory was French or – in the case of parents with different
nationalities – could become French. The French tended to define their country as a pol-
itical unit. The major question was – who would enjoy political rights? It was not – what
makes us French? However, the German understanding of citizenship and nationhood
was based on descent, was ethnocultural, and therefore exclusive. Blood, ancestry and
Volksgeist created the nation. Similar to the French example, the development of American
citizenship was based on territorial birthright. Kettner (1978) shows that the debates in the
early nineteenth century established the terms under which immigrants could become
American citizens:

Theoretical coherence and logical consistency were not the primary goals here,
especially for legislatures and executive officers. Rather, in dealing with problems invol-
ving citizenship – problems of naturalisation, expatriation and court jurisdiction – the
chief aim was to maintain an acceptable pattern of federal relations. (p. 248).

However, this pragmatic approach also included the right to exclude Native Americans
and (former) enslaved people. In short, bloodline and territorial birthright were powerful
tools to both include and exclude citizenship, and therefore, citizenship rights.

What German, French and American histories share is that they describe the magnitude
of the Westphalian transformation in1848, from non-territorial membership (when people
were the subjects of kings) to territorial membership, where people became members of
sovereign states. This membership is based on duties and political rights, which have
evolved into universal rights for all members of most states, such as freedom of speech,
equality, and well-being. Simultaneously, it is assumed that the state fulfils its functions
best if its members are not only individuals with their social contracts but also share
general values, language, and history. This is perceived as the result of unifying processes
such as the shift from primarily agricultural to industrialised societies (Gellner, 1992). Simi-
larly, the emergence of an ‘imagined community’ (Anderson, 1991) was the result of the
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successful promotion of national identity, the education of children in national history,
promotion of a common language, and the emergence of a ‘national press’ (Anderson,
1991; Hobsbawm, 1992). Associated with these processes are the distinction between
‘civic’ and ‘ethnic’ types of nations and nationalism, and the idea that all nations have
dominant ‘ethnic cores’ (Smith, 1991). On the one hand, there is the successful transform-
ation of peasants to Frenchmen as described by Weber (1976), whereas on the other hand,
Gans (2017) describes how Britain assimilated the Welsh people, while excluding Jews and
Catholics from full citizenship.

New forms of citizenship regimes

New forms of citizenship regimes and belonging emerged in the post-colonial world,
especially in the Middle East and Asia. Countries like Singapore, Qatar and the United
Arab Emirates realised that bringing in multinationals and foreign direct investment
were not sufficient to prosper. Attracting people with skills and knowledge therefore
became a key strategy for national development. This included promoting attractive
citizenship processes and tax regimes for wealthy and talented foreign individuals,
with more sober regimes for labourers. Singapore, for example, introduced a points
system where education and professional qualifications are rated so that skilled
migrants can easily obtain permanent residency depending on their rating, skills
and income (Ong, 1999, p. 186). Attracting skilled and wealthy foreigners is not
unique to the East. It also occurs in many Western countries, including the U.S. and
Canada. What is different, however, is the scale of migration. In Singapore, around
one-fifth of the total population belongs to the highly educated migrant community.
In Dubai and Qatar, more than 80% of inhabitants are migrants (Vora, 2013). Some are
poor and worked as labourers building the stadiums for the Qatar 2022 World Cup,
while others had the sought-after skills to represent Qatar in international sports
events.

In short, currently, there are three interrelated ways of obtaining citizenship: (1) citizen-
ship acquired through descent ( jus sanguinis). This form is the kind of citizenship prevalent
in, for example Germany until 1999. If one, or both of your parents were German, you were
eligible for German citizenship. In this way, many Eastern European Germans maintained
access to German citizenship status during the Cold War. (2) Citizenship by birth in the ter-
ritory ( jus soli). This form of citizenship was made famous by the U.S. American citizenship
is granted automatically to any person born within and subject to the jurisdiction of the
U.S. (3) The stakeholder principle ( jus nexi) is proposed as an alternative (or a supplement)
to birthright citizenship. Individuals who have a ‘real and effective link’ (Shachar, 2009,
p. 165) to the political community, or a ‘permanent interest in membership’ (Bauböck,
2006) are entitled to claim citizenship. This relatively new criterion aims at securing citizen-
ship for those who are members of the political community, in the sense that their life pro-
spects depend on the country’s laws and policy choices. This often applies to migrants
who work and live in a country for a specific number of years (often five to seven).
They are regarded as new members of society who have acquired skills (they work and
pay taxes), and can become politically active and thus contribute to the state (see
Figure 1).
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However, there are some counter-intuitive results of the distinction between jus san-
guinis and jus soli: while a regime of pure jus sanguinis systematically excludes immi-
grants and their children, though the latter may have been born and raised in their
parents’ new homeland, it includes the descendants of expatriates who might never
have set foot in the homeland of their forebears. On the other hand, a regime of jus
soli might attribute citizenship to children whose birth in the territory is accidental,
while denying it to children who arrived in the country at a young age. It is important
to understand that the current rules for acquiring citizenship at birth inevitably create
multiple citizenships. Dual nationality merges at birth in two cases: first, in the
gender-neutral system of jus sanguinis, where children of mixed parentage inherit
both parents’ nationalities, and second, from a combination of jus soli and jus sanguinis.
Multiple citizenships could only be avoided if all states adopted either pure jus soli or jus
sanguinis from one parent’s side. However, gender discrimination in citizenship has
been outlawed by norms of international and domestic law, and countries that apply
jus soli within their territory mostly attribute citizenship jus sanguinis to children born
to their citizens abroad. Given these facts, there is no possible rule that could be
adopted by all states to avoid multiple forms of citizenship. In other words, through
existing membership regimes, there is always scope for athletes and states to represent
two or more states. Dutch national footballer Jonathan de Guzman, for example, could
have played for Jamaica (maternal ancestry), the Philippines (paternal ancestry), Canada
(where he was born), or the Netherlands (where he started his career and was eligible to
play after naturalisation). His brother Julian represents Canada. In other words, as an
extremely talented midfielder, he was able to negotiate between the Dutch and Cana-
dian national football federations. His citizenship capital (a form of cultural capital) was
such that he could claim to play for four different countries at the international level.
By the same token, there were four national football federations that could compete
for his talents. In this case, de Guzman chose to play for the Netherlands – most likely
because his chances of winning a World Cup medal were highest there as the Dutch
national football team was ranked higher than the other three options. In this respect,
the agency of citizens and non-citizens takes centre stage rather than state policies
(Bloemraad, 2018; Jansen et al., 2018). Thus, this study seeks to discuss ‘citizenship as
membership through claims-making’ from an empirical perspective (Bloemraad, 2018).
Bloemraad (2018) attempts to understand citizenship from a relational approach
within the context of structured agency. She takes a bottom-up approach, emphasising
the perspective of migrants in the context of ‘citizenship’s power as practice and status’
to elucidate, ‘how status, rights, participation and identity can at times be interwoven
and reinforcing’ (Bloemraad, p. 4).

The matter of civic and ethnic citizenship rights merges here forming the question: who
may represent the country in international sports events? International athletes represent
a country. They wear the colours of that country. They sing the national anthem, and they
watch the national flag being raised if they win a medal. In other words, how do athletes
acquire citizenship? The answer might not surprise us. In general, they acquire citizenship
the same way most of us do, by birth (territorial or descent). However, as this article shows,
for some athletes, the stakes in negotiating the scope for acquiring citizenship for one
country or another are high.
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Thick and thin forms of citizenship

In this model, I define thick citizenship where territorial birthright, descent, and contri-
bution merge. Most athletes and their parents are born in the countries they represent.
These athletes have acquired their skills in that country and are more than willing to
wear national colours and win medals for national teams. Unsurprisingly, the Sport and
Nation group at the Erasmus University in the Netherlands found that more than 90%
of all athletes who represented their country in the summer Olympic Games from
1948–2016 fell within this category (Campenhout et al., 2018; Jansen et al., 2018; Jansen
& Engbersen, 2017).

Thin citizenship, however, occurs in cases when migrants or athletes do not have any
relationship with the country they represented before the citizenship transfer in exchange
for money. This is illustrated by the current debates on national belonging and citizenship
changes in the Olympics (Shachar, 2011; Spiro, 2011). Some countries (including the U.S.,
Canada, and most Western European countries) have advanced an entrepreneurial atti-
tude towards elite labour; they have developed specific citizenship tracks for foreigners.
However, extreme examples relating to participation in the Olympics have emerged
from countries such as Azerbaijan, Qatar, Singapore, Bahrain, and Turkey. These countries
have actively attracted foreign athletes to represent them internationally. In the cases of
Qatar, Bahrain, and Singapore, this can be perceived as part of a wider strategy to
attract foreign talent. For Turkey and Azerbaijan, it is a form of self-promotion.2

Between thick and thin citizenship, this study locates mixed, or in-between forms of citi-
zenship where athletes only share a connection through two of three citizenship

Figure 1. Thick and thin forms of citizenship.
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qualifications: jus soli, jus sanguins, or jus nexi. Additionally, in some cases, the prior
relationship through jus sanguinis and jus soli is distorted by external territorial (colonial)
expansion, as well as mixed ancestral backgrounds. Further, this category includes cases
where the connection is made through contribution, earned citizenship, and jus nexi,
without prior relation through territorial birthright or descent. Overall, the major contri-
bution of this study is to highlight some of the complexities of the ‘in between’ category,
an area that has yet to receive sufficient attention.

This ideal model of thick and thin perspective stresses the formal relation – ‘the social
contract’, between the individual and the state. Therefore, this model hides some of the
complexities of nationality and national belonging. In Britain, for example, citizens may
carry a British passport, whether their national identity is Scots, Welsh, Irish, or Cornish.
In Spain, people may have a Spanish passport, but they may identify more with Catalonian
or Basque nationalities. In these cases, the terms of the social contract of a Welsh and Scot-
tish person are analogous, but the two persons may identify with different nationalities.
Thus, the answer to the question: who may represent the country, becomes multifaceted.
Scottish football players are unlikely to represent the Welsh national football team in an
official match and vice versa. Nevertheless, as the international governing body of associ-
ation football, the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) and the Inter-
national Olympic Committee handle different sets of rules regarding their recognition
of citizenship, it may well happen that the same Scottish and Welsh football players rep-
resent Team Britain during the Olympic Games against another country (Ewen, 2012).

Sport, migration and identity

Research on sports labour migration began almost three decades ago with the pioneering
work of Bale and Maguire (Bale, 1991; Bale & Maguire, 1994). In the development of a pol-
itical economy of sport, labour migration and nationhood international sports migrants
should be considered in the context of the realities of leaving native lands and adapting
to foreign environments. Most cases examined came from countries in the Global North
and South America. However, these were soon supplemented with cases of football
players from Africa who went to Europe, and East African athletes who went to the
Middle East (Bale, 2004; Carter, 2011; Darby, 2000, 2002, 2007; Lanfranchi & Taylor, 2001;
Poli, 2006, 2010). Most of this research is primarily focused on male athletes. Agergaard
and Engh have recently complemented existent literature with female migrant players,
focusing on routes between African (Nigerian) and Scandinavian football clubs (Engh
et al., 2017) as well as global perspectives (Agergaard & Tiesler, 2014). Recently, Besnier,
Brownell, and Carter have taken up the challenge to write an anthropological perspective
of sport, including issues of class, race, gender, and migration (2018). While these studies
include questions of migration, cultural adaptation, legal process of visa, citizenship, and
the political economy of globally skilled (athlete) labour, they scarcely focus on the extra-
ordinary cases of migrant athletes who represent a country at the FIFA World Cup, or at the
Olympics (Guschwan, 2014). The study argues that representing a country where you were
not born often involves a different set of legal requirements (e.g. the acquisition of citizen-
ship), adaptions (sometimes minimal), and national identification, whether imagined or
not. For an excellent overview of the complexities of the nationality requirements of
Olympic sports see the recent work of Wollmann (2016). She clearly shows that states,
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as well as international and national sport federations, may set different rules and regulations
of eligibility. This study shows how athletes navigate within those institutions (Table 1).

Overall, most cases and examples studied here come from the Olympics and the Men’s
World Cup, which are arguably the most watched global sporting events. The 2016
Olympic Games were broadcast in over 200 participating countries with a worldwide audi-
ence of five billion people. Despite the fact that the number of participating countries in
the World Cup was limited to 32 in 2018, the final match was watched by 3.5 billion people.
The increased mediatisation of those events over the past decades makes nationality
switches in these global sport events major national, and sometimes international high-
profile matters (Giulianotti, 2015). In these contexts, sport can serve as a ‘prism […]
uniquely well suited to an examination of national identity’ (Holmes & Storey, 2011,
p. 253). In addition, the historian Eric Hobsbawn is often quoted as saying, ‘The Imagined
Community of Millions seems more real as a team of eleven named people. The individual,
even the one who only cheers, becomes a symbol of his nation himself’ (Hobsbawm, 1992,
p. 143).

In the following sections I describe the three citizenship categories in more detail. This
includes the presentation of empirical case studies to determine the scope for negotiating
between states and athletes in each of these categories. Not surprisingly, the first category
of thick citizenship does not leave much room for negotiating. Athletes, as well as states
and sport-institutions, do not find much room for switching alliances because of legal and
institutional constraints. The second, ‘in-between’ category is where shifting alliances and
making instrumental choices to compete for country A or B has come to the forefront of
the debate. Regulations on dual citizenship, colonial heritage, and jus nexi all contribute to
the flexibility of athletes, sports institutions, and states. It is here that I propose to merge
Bloemraad’s plea (2018) to study citizenship as a form of claims-making with Bourdieu’s
theory of social fields, i.e. where a relatively autonomous network of agents is able to
use its social citizenship capital (a combination of jus soli, jus sanguinis and jus nexi
included in colonial and post-colonial senses of belonging) to navigate belonging and
the right to participate in international sports. In the third category of thin citizenship,
the room for negotiating is extended to the maximum. No prior-relationship is needed.
It is simply citizenship in return for cash.

The thick, or ideal type of citizenship

National pride takes centre stage in international competitions, such as the Olympics and
the FIFA World Cup. The number of medals won per country is regarded as an indication of

Table 1. Levels of rules in nationality applications within the International Olympics Committee.
Level Institutions involved

Rules of international laws on nationality United Nations
European Convention of Nationality

Nationality law of individual states National rules on nationality
International sporting federations Eligibility codes and rules for individual sports and disciplines
Olympic Charter

Based on the work of Wollmann (2016, p. 15).
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the country’s (economic or military) prowess and reputation. Olympic athletes and the
players on national football teams often become symbols of national pride and prestige.
They sing the national anthem before matches, or after they have won an Olympic medal.
These athletes display their medals and trophies with pride upon return from international
competitions. More often than not, the success of these athletes is perceived as the
success of the nation. The head of state typically invites successful athletes and teams
to their official residence and honours them with awards or other decorations. It is not
uncommon to see images of athletes or national audiences during the celebrations of
great success with tears in their eyes.

Most athletes who represent their country are born and raised in the country they rep-
resent. More often than not, their parents and/or grandparents were also born there. Here,
the ideal types of jus soli, jus sanguinis, and jus nexi merge. Each state can have its national
hero, and this study considers Dirk Kuyt as one typical example. Both he and his parents
were born in the Netherlands. He played for the Dutch football team (Feyenoord) before
moving to Liverpool and Fenerbache. He played the semi-final match of the World Cup in
2010 and the final match in 2014. Others may opt for Michael Phelps, an American
swimmer and the most decorated Olympian of all time. He was born in the U.S., as
were both his parents. His American citizenship is not in dispute, nor is his American iden-
tity. What these cases have in common is that the citizenship status of the athletes is not
disputed, from a legal, cultural, or normative perspective. Their citizenship status is – sup-
posedly – self-evident.

Between thick and thin forms of citizenship

A little below the surface, some counterintuitive examples emerge where the relationship
to jus sanguinis and jus soli is distorted. In fact – as already mentioned – the present rules
for acquiring citizenship at birth inevitably create the possibility for multiple citizenships. A
child born in country Z of a father born in country X and a mother born in country Y may
be eligible to represent three countries. This increases the scope for negotiating national
identity. This section presents three areas with scope for negotiating citizenship, identity,
and belonging. First, there are examples of dual and multiple citizenships. Second, some
countries use (and have used) their colonial ties to stretch the idea of territorial citizenship,
while various forms of multiple citizenships and the stretching of colonial belonging might
also merge. Third, cases where migrants – or their ancestors – claim jus nexi, or citizenship
based on permanent interest in membership are discussed.

Dual and multiple citizenships

Julian Green was born in the U.S. His father was American, and his mother was German. As
a toddler, he moved with his mother to Germany where she raised him. His American
father served in the U.S. military and travelled back and forth. Julian had one brother,
Jerry, who was born in Germany. Julian became a talented football player and played
for Bayern Munich. At the age of 18, he acquired German citizenship (mother’s descent)
and American citizenship (through father’s descent and territorial birthright). He was
selected for the American national team and was also eligible to play for the German
team. He spoke no English prior to his selection and had rarely visited the U.S. He was
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just one of the five German-Americans in the 2014 U.S. team. There were also foreign-born
players, such as an Icelandic-American and a Norwegian-American, in addition to players
of Colombian, Mexican and Haitian descent. All in all, 10 of 23 players, or 48% of the team
were foreign-born. Manager Jürgen Klinsmann was said to have made the team his own by
aggressively recruiting ‘dual nationals’ (players with dual citizenship). According to Klins-
mann, however, this ‘reflects the culture of a country’. Nevertheless, America-born goal-
keeper Tim Howard stated in USA Today that, ‘Jürgen Klinsmann had a project to
unearth talent around the world that had American roots. But having American roots
doesn’t mean you are passionate about playing for that country’.3 Some Americans
have questioned the logic behind allowing dual citizens to represent Team USA in
Brazil, while domestic players, such as former team captain Landon Donovan, were left
off the roster. What is important in this context is that Klinsmann, Howard, and
Donovan negotiated stretching dual citizenship and national belonging to a larger
national and global audience, from their own instrumental perspectives.

In 2013, the talented football player Adnan Januzaj hit the headlines when journalists
revealed that he was eligible to play for six different countries. He was born and raised in
Belgium. He qualifies to play for Albania through his Kosovan-Albanian parents. His
parents are of Kosovan-Albanian descent, but Kosovo’s national teams are not members
of the Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) or FIFA. As Kosovo’s independence
is also not recognised by the United Nations, he could play for Serbia. He also qualifies to
play for Turkey through his grandparents. Finally, as he played for Manchester United at an
early stage of his career, he could have acquired the right to play for England after five
years.4 He ultimately chose to play for Belgium.5 Earlier, the former president of UEFA,
Lennart Johansson, emphasised in similar cases that UEFA needed to preserve ‘traditional
values such as pride in the jersey, national and regional identity (…) that are not financially
related’ (Poli, 2007, p. 650).

Foreign-born: colonial pasts and post-colonial realities

Colonial ties and ideals of citizenship and belonging were negotiated during the colonial
era. An interesting figure who complicates the exclusivity of the jus soli and jus sanguis
forms of belonging in the colonial context is Norman Pritchard (1875–1929). He was
born in Calcutta, the son of English parents and was baptised through the Senior Marriage
Registrar in Calcutta in 1883. Historian and journalist Gulu Ezekiel claims that Pritchard was
Indian based on the fact that he was born and raised in India and lived there for many
years.6 Pritchard became the first Asian-born athlete to win an Olympic medal. Neverthe-
less, the late British Olympic historian Ian Buchanan argues that as Pritchard was a member
of an old colonial family and though born in India, through descent he was indisputably
British. In competitions in England his name was entered as a member of both the Bengal
Presidency Athletic Club of India, and the London Athletic Club. It should also be noted
that of the countries participating in the Paris Olympics, only a handful of countries regis-
tered their National Olympic Committees. These did not include either India or Great
Britain, and it was not until the 1908 Olympics that athletes were officially registered by
their countries. Until then they were free to register as individuals. In the archives and
on its website, the International Olympic Committee continues to credit his two medals
to India. However, disputes and debates persist, as authentic records were not maintained
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at the time.7 For the importance of national medal counts and the modern role of citizen-
ship swaps see Horowitz and McDaniel (2015).

One unexpected side effect of the Scramble for Africa was that prospective players who
were born and raised in Africa were eventually allowed to compete for their mother
countries. An excellent example is the Portuguese football hero Eusébio da Silva Ferreira,
born in Portuguese Mozambique in 1942. His parents were an Angolan railroad worker
from Malanje, and a black Mozambican woman (Cleveland, 2017).

Mozambique was a colony until 1975. Eusébio was signed by the Portuguese club
Benfica in 1961, was naturalised soon afterwards and went on to become a key player
on Portugal’s national team. Eusébio was one of the five naturalised players who rep-
resented Portugal in the 1966 World Cup. This extraordinarily gifted generation could
have made Mozambique a major force in world football, but there was no Mozambican
state, or national team in 1966. These forms of colonial inclusion reflected Portuguese dic-
tator Salazar’s attempt to justify continuing colonialism despite decolonisation elsewhere,
by proclaiming that its African subjects were also Portuguese. While his fellow Mozambi-
cans remained subject to harsh colonial rule that greatly limited their social and political
rights, Eusébio was named by Salazar as a ‘national treasure’ (Darby, 2007; 2005). Never-
theless, even though colonialism played a role in these cases, one might argue that
those concerned also earned their citizenship based on birthright and descent. In other
words, they might still claim thick citizenship. Nevertheless, it articulates the distinction
between legal and cultural and indeed racial associations in the case of colonised
peoples in metropolitan centres. In these cases, some would argue that that the claim
for citizenship is ‘thinner’, but ‘stretched’ in the direction of colonial territory (Campenhout
et al., 2018)

There are many contemporarycases where forms of dual citizenship and colonial pasts
are negotiated. The 1998 world champion men’s football, France, was celebrated for its
multicultural team. However, most players were born and raised in France, albeit as chil-
dren of (colonial) migrants (Maquire et al.). An interesting case is that of the Algerian team
in the 2014 World Cup. Algeria arrived with 16 out of 23 (almost 70%) of its team who were
born and raised in France. They were eligible to play for both Algeria and France (dual citi-
zenship). Overall, there were 25 players born in France who did not represent France in the
World Cup. However, those who were eligible and opted for the French team were not
always received with patriotic feeling. In the words of the French international Karim
Benzema, ‘Basically, if I score, I’m French. And if I don’t score or there are problems, I’m
Arab’.8 Again, players themselves and national audiences openly debate the terms of
belonging (Skey, 2015).

Jus nexi: socio-economic citizenship

In the third category, socio-economic citizenship, the focus is on cases where migrants or
their ancestors claim jus nexi, or citizenship based on permanent interest in membership.
Europe has recently experienced a marked increase in migration coming mainly from
Morocco and Turkey (Lucassen, 2005; Mol & de Valk, 2016). These migrants, or their ances-
tors, claim jus nexi citizenship. Their offspring often claim dual citizenship, and the
Olympic Committee and FIFA have developed special rules for these situations. For
instance, the Germany-born player Mesut Ozil, is the son of Turkish migrant workers.
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Owing to his background (parents’ descent as well as birthright), he was allowed to play
for both the Turkish and German national teams. Under the current FIFA regulations,
players who have played for one national team cannot switch teams and play for
another. Nevertheless, players are allowed to change their football nationality if they
have played for the national youth team of another country. During the 2018 World
Cup, it was estimated that more than 60% of the players representing Morocco were
born in the Netherlands, France, Germany, or Spain.9

Thin citizenship

There are three occasionally overlapping categories of thin citizenship. First, some athletes
get caught up in the tricky web of wars and international politics. In recent history, the col-
lapse of the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and several others, lead to the replace-
ment by new entities like Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and so on. Athletes in
these countries, who lose their original citizenship, subsequently need to renegotiate where
theybelongbasedon their birthright and other forms of belonging. Simultaneously, both the
InternationalOlympic Committee and FIFAhad to construct distinct rulings todealwith these
exceptional cases. Second, in some cases, both athletes and states have stretched the rules of
belonging, as with Viktor Ahn. Even though these are exceptional cases, it shows that if the
time and place are right, regulations and principles can be overextended and become very
thin indeed. Third, some athletes have represented three or more countries. Sometimes,
this is a consequence of circumstances, which also occurs in the mixed forms of citizenship.
Nevertheless, the cases presented here include a combinationof ‘citizenship for sale’, lost citi-
zenship, andmixed formsof citizenship. The fact that these athletes can shift citizenshipmore
than once shows the scope for negotiation in exceptional cases where the institutional set-
tings and historical context are favourable.

Lost, emerging and overlapping states and nations

In 1989, the promising Yugoslavian football team became world youth champions in Chile,
playing together until 1990 when war broke out and Yugoslavia fell apart. First, the Croa-
tian players left, then the trainer resigned because the Serbians bombed his home town of
Sarajevo, and finally the team was banned from the European championships in Sweden
under pressure from the international community. This ended the promising Yugoslavian
squad. Some of the players in this team later played for Switzerland (Mills, 2009).

In the 2014 World Cup, Switzerland fielded seven migrant players permitted to play for
Switzerland for several reasons. The midfielder Tranquillo Barnetta is of Italian descent and
holds dual citizenship. Gokhan Inler’s parents were born in Turkey, though he was born in
Switzerland. However, the most striking feature of Switzerland’s 2014 team was the
number of players from former Yugoslavia. Among them, four had roots in Kosovo, two
were from Bosnia, and two from Macedonia. Further, Granit Xhaka had previously
played for Albania. Ironically, he faced his elder brother in the match against Albania in
the 2016 European championship. Only 38% of the players in the 2014 selection for Swit-
zerland were actually born there.10
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Citizenship for sale?

Themost extreme examples of thin citizenship are cases where there is no parental ancestry,
nor any birthright claim. Becky Hammon and Victor Ahn are good examples of thin citizen-
ship. The female basketball player Becky Hammon was one of the most talented basketball
players in the U.S. She signed a contract for CSKA Moskou in 2007. In 2008 she could sign
up for the Russian team in return for a US$2 million-dollar contract. Even though Hammon
is not of Russian descent, speaks no Russian and is not a full-time resident, she was fast-
tracked for Russian citizenship in February by the highest levels of the Russian government
(Schwarz, 2008). Dual citizenship made Hammon a precious commodity in the Russian
league because two Russians must be on the floor at all times, and each club is allowed
only two American players. As Hammon had never competed in a sanctioned international
competition for American Basketball, The International Basketball Federation, more com-
monly known by the French acronym FIBA, rules allowed her to represent another country
in the Olympics. Capitalising on the fact that FIBA rules allow one naturalised citizen to
compete for each country, the Russians offered Hammon not only a passport but also an
opportunity to play at the Olympics (Schwarz, 2008). In 2006, South Korea’s short-track
skater Ahn Hyun-soo won three gold medals for his homeland. Due to injuries, Korea did
not need him after 2010. So Ahn went searching for a new Olympic allegiance having
fallen out with the South Korean Skating Federation. He and his father investigated natural-
isation for top athletes in several countries –with the U.S. and Russia on the final shortlist. In
2011, Ahn Hyun-soo became a Russian citizen, changed his name to Viktor Ahn, and pledged
to compete for his adopted homeland at the Sochi Games in 2014 (Business Insider, 2014).

The case of Hammon and Ahn acquiring Russian citizenship in exchange for money,
status and the ability to compete at the highest level might be regarded as extreme
examples of highly talented athletes’ ‘citizenship swaps’, or ‘talent for citizenship
exchange’ (Kostakopoulou & Schrauwen, 2014; Shachar, 2011; Shachar et al., 2017).
There were no prior ties between Hammon and Ahn to Russia. They had no Russian ances-
tors, nor did they speak Russian.11 In short, this example challenges the ritual affirmation of
citizenship. This raises the question as to whether the world is heading towards the end of
Olympic Nationality (Spiro, 2011). However, in this case, Russia and not the IOC decided
the citizenship issue (Schwarz, 2008; Shachar, 2011, pp. 2090–2091; Jansen, 2019).

In the Rio Summer Olympics in 2016, Azerbaijan and Qatar – among others – portrayed
themselves as entrepreneurial states willing to buy success. Azerbaijan sent 56 athletes to
these Olympic Games. However, foreign athletes who changed their citizenship to
compete under the Azerbaijani flag made up more than 60% of the delegation. Transfer
of allegiance, ‘leg drain’, or ‘muscle drain’, is a fairly common phenomenon in the inter-
national sporting world, but for Azerbaijan, it would appear that it has become a matter
of state policy.12 Twenty-three of Qatar’s 39 athletes were not born in Qatar. Its handball
team of 14 players includes 11 foreign-born athletes.13 This in itself is not a new phenom-
enon, but the scale is striking. Media and some academic literature (Shachar, 2011, p. 2017)
often suggest that states increasingly trade their most valuable and prestigious asset – citi-
zenship – for medals and national prestige. Nevertheless, empirical evidence suggests a
more nuanced perspective (Jansen et al., 2018; Jansen & Engbersen, 2017). These
examples portray a very thin citizenship. There is no prior relationship through descent
or birthright. More often than not, these athletes do not speak the language of the
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country they represent, nor is there any other cultural or religious identification. Countries
allow these athletes to represent them in return for their ability to earn medals. Individual
athletes are willing to swap their national identities (passports) in return for money and the
ability to compete at the highest possible level.

Travelling loyalties

Some top athletes have become experts at using existing rules and negotiating an
exchange of their skills for citizenships, passports, and money. Lascelles Brown, born in
Jamaica in 1974, was a member of the Jamaican national bobsled team from 1999 to
2004, competing at the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City. He continued training in
Calgary, where he met and married his Canadian wife Kara. He applied for Canadian citi-
zenship in 2005; it was awarded to him by special exemption just prior to the 2006 Winter
Olympics, letting him compete for Canada at the games in Turin. Brown competed at the
2010 Winter Olympics, winning bronze in the four-man event. Brown then became a com-
petitor for Monaco at the start of the 2010 season and was apparently paid well for his
services.14 Brown combined both thick citizenship (born and raised in Jamaica), thin citi-
zenship (representing Monaco for money), and an in-between version of the citizenship
rules (representing Canada, as he lived and married there).

Similar cases have occurred in football. The famous footballer Laszlo Kubala (1927–
2002) and the striker Alfredo Di Stéfano (1926–2014) played for three different national
teams. Kubala played for Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Spain, while Di Stéfano played
for Spain, Argentina and Columbia. Nevertheless, their migration history was less opportu-
nistic and money-driven, and more politically motivated. Kubala was born in Budapest, as
were his parents who came from mixed backgrounds. His mother had Polish, Slovak and
Hungarian roots, while his father, belonged to the Hungary’s Slovak minority. In 1946, he
moved to Czechoslovakia, allegedly to avoid military service, and joined ŠK Slovan Brati-
slava. In 1947, Kubala married the sister of the Czechoslovakian national coach, Ferdinand
Daučík. He played for Czechoslovakia six times. In 1948, he returned to Hungary, again
allegedly to avoid military service, and joined Vasas SC. In January 1949, as Hungary
became a socialist state, Kubala fled the country in the back of a truck. He initially
arrived in the U.S. zone of Allied-occupied Austria and then moved on to Italy, where
he briefly played for Pro Patria. He was eventually signed to Barcelona in 1950. After adopt-
ing Spanish nationality, he played for Spain 19 times between 1953 and 1961.

Alfredo Di Stéfano was born in Buenos Aires, as the son of a first-generation Italian-
Argentinian and an Argentinian woman of French and Irish descent. He played with the
Argentinian national team six times. In 1949, a footballers’ strike in Argentina prompted
him and many other Argentinean players to defect to a breakaway Colombian league
outside the remit of FIFA, not obliged to pay transfer fees and able to pay generous
wages to some of the world’s best players. In the 1950s, he began playing for Real
Madrid in Spain and acquired Spanish citizenship in 1956. He played four World Cup-qua-
lifying matches for Spain in 1957 and helped Spain qualify for the 1962 World Cup, though
he was unable to participate himself due to injuries and his age.

In this last category, athletes who represented three or more countries were high-
lighted. At times, there were some ‘contributing relations’, as in the case of Lascelles
Brown, who represented Canada after marrying a Canadian woman. However, his move
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to represent Monaco was motivated by money, as well as his desire to compete at the
highest possible level, to participate in the Olympics one more time.

Afterthought and conclusion

Our proposed three categories – thick, in-between, and thin citizenship – are not mutually
exclusive and do occasionally overlap. An exceptional example is Zola Budd, the middle- and
long-distance runner born in 1966 in South Africa. Her parents were also born in South
Africa. Her case would be defined as thick citizenship if she represented South Africa. Never-
theless, her story brought her to Britain. At the age of 17, Budd broke the women’s 5000 m
world record. Since her performance took place in South Africa, then excluded from inter-
national athletics competition because of its apartheid policy, the International Amateur
Athletics Federation (IAAF) refused to ratify her time as an official world record.

The British tabloid, the Daily Mail persuaded Budd’s father to encourage her to apply for
British citizenship, on the grounds that her grandfather was British, to circumvent the
international cultural (therefore also sporting) boycott of South Africa. The Daily Mail
would have exclusive rights to Budd’s story and would put U.K.£40,000 into a fund for
her, as well as providing rent-free housing for the family and finding a job for her
father. The Daily Mail started an active campaign and began to put pressure on a series
of ministers to give Budd a passport. They wished to see her competing for Team
Britain during the 1984 Summer Olympics. Thus a fast track citizenship procedure was
started. However, the Home Office was reluctant to grant such status stating:

To give exceptional treatment to a South African national to enable her to avoid the
sporting restrictions inflicted on her country and compete for Britain in the Olympics
will be seen as a cynical move which will undermine that good faith.15

Groups supporting the abolition of apartheid campaigned to highlight the special treat-
ment she received; other applicants had to wait sometimes years to be granted citizen-
ship, if at all. In short, just ten days after she formally applied for British citizenship, the
17-year-old got her passport. It remains unclear whether the justification was based on
her talent, her ancestry, or a combination of both. However, what this example shows,
is how cases can shift from thick citizenship to the in-between category of citizenship.
This exceptional case is different from the citizenship for sale example in the thin citizen-
ship category. It was not the state, but a newspaper that paid for the citizenship swap for
medal chances. Undoubtedly, however, the fact is that money and the citizenship switch
were directly related.

What is important here is that there is room to negotiate citizenship and the transfer of
citizenship. Depending on territorial birthright, ancestry, political circumstances and
financial incentives, the rules for access to citizenship are stretched. Interestingly, Budd
competed for South Africa at the 1992 Olympics after the country was re-admitted to inter-
national competition following a referendum vote to end the apartheid system.

Historical research has shown that acquiring modern citizenship has taken different
paths: territorial birthright and descent. More often than not they were not mutually exclu-
sive, but reinforced each other. Nevertheless, through these paths and the emergence of
the jus sanguinis system, access to multiple citizenships became part of the inheritance –
or citizenship capital of individuals. In the past decades, some states, particularly in the
Middle East and Asia, have attracted foreign labour in return for citizenship rights. A
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growing number of migrants have also acquired citizenship through a jus-nexi connection.
These developments have created space for states, sport-institutions and individual ath-
letes to negotiate their citizenship status.

The study proposed three categories of relationships between migrant athletes and
country. These cases resemble Bauböck’s concept of thin and thick conceptions of citizen-
ship (1999). Further, the cases discussed within this model give room for Bloemraad’s sug-
gestion to discuss ‘citizenship from below’, and ‘citizenship as claims-making’ (2018). These
models also apply to non-sporting contexts. However, the context of international sports is
distinctive for two major reasons. First, athletes represent the country on a widely publicised
international stage. Second, because of associated prestige, athletes’ connections with the
homeland, motherland, or ‘genuine links’ with the country they represent are often part
of public debate. (Campenhout et al., 2018; Jansen et al., 2018) Thin citizenship describes
examples of citizenship changes where the athlete has no prior relationship with the
country that they represent, as in the cases of Viktor Ahn and Becky Hammon. Moreover,
this category includes migrants from states that dissolved, like Yugoslavia and the USSR.
The national players of these countries became part of new countries or migrated. At the
other extreme, I defined the thick citizenship, which refers to the merger of territorial birth-
right (jus soli), descent (jus sanguis), and ‘contribution’ (jus nexi). The in-between categories
are the most interesting, but they are also difficult to define. Here, the concept of colonial
citizenship is included, where migrant athletes are, or were part of the larger jus soli of
the country, or colonial enterprise. Nevertheless, this category also includes recent
migrant, where athletes are part of the jus nexi of their new homes. The three categories
are not mutually exclusive, as has become clear in the case of Zola Budd.

In short, the primary question: who may represent the country? cannot be easily
answered. Categories of belonging are blurred, and athletes, sports federations, insti-
tutions, states, and audiences constantly negotiate them. The question is, therefore, not
whether athletes and/or states strategically use citizenship regulations for their own
purpose, they probably are. The ear when scholars could convincingly argue that national
sporting stars are unifying representatives (Duke & Liz, 1996) are now under scrutiny. This
study argued that citizenship rules and justifications for national belonging are stretched.
This stretching can be seen as a global continuum between thick and thin citizenship. The
answer to the moral question: who may represent the country? might be found in the
history of the Olympics. Until 1908 it was possible to compete with mixed teams and to
enter as an individual, not necessarily representing a country. This, then, might come
close to the suggestion of Iowerth et al. (2014) that sporting bodies should be more prag-
matic in their criteria of national belonging.

Notes

1. Please note that the model loosely refers to Bauböck’s (1999) notions of thick and thin citizenship.
For Bauböck, the thin concept of citizenship refers to legal membership status with negative lib-
erties and passive citizenship. This may be referred to as a libertarian perspective of citizenship,
where citizenship is a minimal contract between the state and its members. However, here, the
study refers to thin citizenship if there are no prior relations between the state/nation before repre-
senting that country. At the other extreme, Bauböck describes the thick concept of citizenship,
which includes cultural identity, moral duties and heroic virtues. This may be regarded as a com-
munitarian perspective of citizenship. See also Kostakopoulou (2006 ).
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2. Note that in doing so, this refers to a different model of citizenship studies than that put
forward by Bryan Turner (1997) in the first issue of Citizenship Studies. He argued that in the
era of global capitalism a revised model of citizenship should include human rights.
However, from the perspective of states, national identity rather than universal citizenship
rights has become a dominant factor. The paradox is that, ‘campaigns for unity and inte-
grations have to be conducted in a universalistic idiom’ (Joppke, 2007, p. 46; Blatter, 2011).

3. See http://www.goal.com/en-us/news/howard-criticizes-klinsmann-over-foreign-born-
players/mb24pzqzewqt1aez6nonmgz6j.

4. There was widespread press coverage and debate. According to others, Januzaj would not
meet the requirements to play for England under the unique rules set out in the Home
Nations agreement, requiring a five-year period of education prior to the age of 18.

5. https://www.theguardian.com/football/2013/oct/09/adnan-januzaj-international-england-
belgium.

6. http://www.telegraphindia.com/1080807/jsp/opinion/story_9654464.jsp.
7. During early Olympics, Irish-born athletes won numerous medals for the U.S. and U.K. See,

http://library.la84.org/SportsLibrary/JOH/JOHv6n2/JOHv6n2f.pdf.
8. https://www.pri.org/stories/2014-06-30/frances-cosmopolitan-society-shines-world-cup-

other-countries-too.
9. https://www.statista.com/chart/12033/the-most-international-teams-at-the-world-cup/.

10. http://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/euro-2016_switzerland--12-nations--one-team/42215610.
11. He stated, ‘First of all, the name Viktor is associated with the word ‘victory’. It is symbolic, as I

want this name to bring me luck. Secondly, I know of another Korean named Viktor, who is
very popular in Russia and is well known in Korea–Viktor Tsoy. I want to be as famous in
Russia as he was. And third, I was told that Viktor is a name which is easy to remember for
Russian-speakers’. http://www.businessinsider.com/viktor-ahn-russia-2014-2?IR=T.

12. https://www.meydan.tv/en/site/culture/16889.
13. https://www.thestar.com/sports/olympics/2016/08/16/at-the-rio-olympics-some-athletes-

find-success-in-swapping-passports.html.
14. http://www.wikiwand.com/en/Lascelles_Brown.
15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3755199/Secret-papers-reveal-rift-Mail-s-campaign-

Zola-Budd.html.
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